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‘Short’ Notice: How Internal Rebound Springs
Affect a Strut’s Measured Length
Service providers replacing struts on certain vehicle models might notice that the recommended replacement Monroe®
struts for those vehicles have a slightly shorter length, compared to the struts being replaced. This difference might
require a minor change in the way service providers install the coil spring, upper mount and other components.
These differences do not reflect a design or manufacturing error. Rather, they indicate that the corresponding struts are
equipped with OE internal rebound spring technology.

What is an Internal Rebound Spring?
Internal rebound springs are used in several Monroe struts designed for vehicles that were originally equipped with this
technology. The internal spring helps keep the strut rod and piston near factory static ride height during normal operation
and enables the vehicle manufacturer to use lighter-weight and/or smaller-diameter anti-sway bars. Replacement struts
equipped with this technology will appear slightly shorter than conventional struts when fully extended.

Don’t Use a
Conventional
Strut
The internal rebound spring
provides additional resistance
to vehicle lean and sway, a
key characteristic for vehicles
equipped with lighter-weight and/
or smaller-diameter anti-sway
bars. Therefore, if the vehicle was
originally equipped with internal
rebound spring technology, it is
important to install a replacement
strut featuring the same design to
avoid potential ride and handling
complaints from the customer.

Installation Tips
A strut equipped with an internal rebound spring uses the force of suspension motion to
fully extend. As a result, special servicing procedures are required. To assemble the coil
spring, upper mount and other module components onto the strut, it is important to position
the spring compressor to contain as many coils as possible. The best
approach is to place the upper “fingers” of the spring compressor onto
the upper spring seat and the lower “fingers” on the lowest open coil.
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(Not Enough Coils)
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